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Abstract

In response to increasing student numbers in practice based subjects, an ongoing project to develop online learning support materials for a BA (Hons) Fashion Design programme is exploring ways in which video based resources, in conjunction with virtual learning environments, can support practical demonstrations. Intended as complimentary learning support materials, rather than replacing face to face demonstrations in taught sessions, this project investigates the ways in which students respond to the learning materials, and preferences they show for the different methods of learning used within a practice based setting.
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Today, universities in the UK are experiencing new challenges in the face of increasing student numbers; traditional methods of learning and teaching are being reappraised in a context of higher staff: student ratios and the drive to increase efficiency. Universities UK (online 2009) state that there was an increase in student numbers of 47% between the academic years 1994/95 and 2007/08, and that the average staff: student ratio in UK universities is now 1:16.8 (online, 2010), and likely to increase. This is not a situation that is exclusive to art and design subjects, but it does raise some interesting challenges in subjects where traditional methods are undeniably staff intensive. In response to this, there is a necessity to re-evaluate these traditional learning and teaching methods, and to develop the future of design education.

There has been a significant amount of work done concerning the variety of ways that people learn in the broader context, notably seminal texts by Kolb (1984), Honey and Mumford (1982), Entwistle and Ramsden (1983), but there is also a developing field of interest in the pedagogy of art and design subjects in particular; studies discussing and analysing the particularities of the methods used in these disciplines have been conducted by a growing field of researchers, including Davies (2000), Drew (2002), Jackson (1997) and Swann (2002) to name but a few. Indeed, Swann's article *Nellie is Dead*, originally published in 1986, highlights the fact that the challenges facing design education today are not a recent phenomenon, but have been developing over the last few decades. Phenomenographic studies have been conducted by both Davies (2000) and Drew (2002) to assess design students’ approaches to learning, and also to compare or contrast these approaches with students’ approaches to learning in other disciplines. Davies and Reid (2000) draw comparisons with Gibbs’ (1992) conceptions of closed (surface) or open (deep) approaches to learning and to teaching, and also question some of the methods used in design teaching as not explicitly encouraging an ‘open’ approach to learning. Clearly, in the
context of the higher staff: student ratios of contemporary university life, there is a necessity to promote a greater degree of independence from design students than in the past, rather than continuing with the ‘sitting by Nellie’ approach that Swann (2002) questions. It is in this context that a pilot project began, with a view to enhancing the student learning experience within the Fashion Design BA (Hons) programme at the University of Leeds, by developing online resources to support student learning, while addressing the issue of reduced staff contact time per student in a practice based subject.

**Rationale**

With the ethos of “facilitating learning” rather than ‘teaching’, the idea of this project is to provide supporting information in an accessible environment that the students can use as and when they require it. It was deemed essential that the resources tied in directly with what was being taught in class, but also needed to be more ‘flexible’ than the traditional demonstrations. The emphasis of the project is that the online materials provide additional support material for students in practical modules, and are not intended to replace face-to-face demonstrations in taught sessions. The project also aims to address the need for students to acquire certain skills in order to be competent in their understanding of the design process, but also to promote a degree of independence in their approach to skill acquisition and practice.

Key to understanding the practice of Fashion Design, students on this programme undertake a module (in years one and two) in Garment Technology, which encompasses flat pattern cutting and sample or garment construction. Practical demonstrations form an important part of the learning process in this module, and are the basis of both the pattern cutting and the garment construction work, in conjunction with using worksheets developed for the module and textbooks. As the garment construction demonstrations traditionally take place around a sewing machine, space and visibility can be a problem, so students can fail to benefit from important details because they cannot see or hear clearly. Due to the nature of these demonstrations, they cannot be quickly or easily repeated due to the need for preparation time. The rationale for change in this project was therefore to improve support for these practical demonstrations by using C&IT to enhance the student learning experience.

**Methodology**

Initially a small number of video based learning resources were created to support student learning in studio based modules in Fashion Design, particularly at level 1. Initial experiments with videoing the demonstrations highlighted the need to modify the way that these demonstrations were carried out for video; it was very difficult to see what the operative in the video was doing in detail as thread and interlining colours blended in with the fabric, whereas on video the visibility of detail was crucial. Strong colour contrasts were found to work effectively on camera, so matching threads and interlining were substituted with contrasting colours. There also needed to be detailed planning of camera angles and close ups to highlight important points in the sample construction process. Professional help was sought to edit the videos, meaning that technical issues such as matching the pace of the visuals with the voiceover (recorded separately) were easy to overcome, as well as being able to enhance the video footage with effects and graphics, for example being able to highlight important aspects of the demonstrations.
The videos are viewed through an “accessible multimedia player” called Webducate AMP. Of particular interest with regards this project was the option for students to see and print a transcript of the audio script, as this provides a good level of support for a variety of learning styles as well as addressing accessibility issues. The videos can be paused, rewound and replayed as many times as each student requires, and can be viewed full screen if the text is not required by the side of the video. Taking into consideration the different learning preferences of the students on this module, it is intended that the online video demonstrations provide support for as many of these preferences as possible. VARK (Fleming & Mills: 1992) is an interesting tool which provides users with information on their learning preferences through a series of questions based around learning styles. VARK describes people as having learning preferences under the following headings:

- **Visual** (learning by videos, pictures, diagrams, graphs etc)
- **Aural** (listening to information)
- **Read / Write** (list-making, note-taking, essays etc) or
- **Kinesthetic** (trial and error, hands on practice, learning by doing)

Someone with a mixture of some or all of these preferences, is said to be ‘Multimodal’ (and 60% of the population are said to fit into this category). In the context of this project, students with Visual learning preferences will be well supported both in the traditional practical demonstrations in this module and also by the additional visual information in the videos (with the added advantage of being able to pause and replay the videos). Those with Aural preferences will benefit from verbal instructions both in class and also with the carefully planned audio script that accompanies the videos. For the Read / Write students, the online videos will be a real advantage, as there is no written information given with demonstrations in class, but there is a clear transcript of the audio which accompanies the videos. The students with kinesthetic preferences will benefit most from putting their knowledge into practice by making up the samples themselves.

The video demonstrations were made available to students through the University’s Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) alongside other module learning resources, enabling them to become part of a package of online materials to support student learning in this module. Virtual Learning Environments are increasingly being used by universities to make module materials available to students online, as well as allowing tutors to provide materials in a range of electronic formats. An article in the Guardian newspaper (Hoare: 2006) states that *The distinction between distance learning and studying on campus is becoming increasingly artificial. While providers of distance learning such as the Open University are boosting the quantity and quality of face-to-face seminars, traditional bricks-and-mortar institutions are supporting students on and off campus through virtual learning environments (VLEs) based on commercial or open access platforms.* Certainly, in the context of higher student numbers, using C&IT to provide additional support to learners makes sense on a number of levels. Furthermore, in this digital age, these resources may be key to ensuring that students’ expectations of support are being met.

**The questionnaires**

After the initial trial period of the pilot project, students were asked to complete a questionnaire during a taught session to gain feedback on their responses to the online learning materials. This method was chosen because of the ease of dissemination, and the higher likelihood of
questionnaires being completed and returned during a taught session. The questionnaire allowed students to reply anonymously, and 29 students completed and returned the questionnaire. The questionnaire itself comprised a series of eight short sections, the majority of which required scaled responses rating different aspects of the online materials, such as how easy the resources are to find, how the different methods of delivery for the module compare with one another, and how useful the different functions on the site were. There were also opportunities for further comments during the questionnaire to encourage students to share their experiences of using the resources, and therefore inform future practice.

Initial feedback from students using the online materials was generally very positive, indicating that students made good use of the online resources. When asked about whether the students had made use of the video demonstrations, 76% said that they had and a further 10% said that they were aware of the online resources but had had difficulty using them. Students’ overall impression of the site where the video resources were accessed was generally good to excellent, with a strong positive trend. Again, there was a strongly positive trend when asked how easy it was to find the resources within the VLE site, with 36% saying that this was ‘very easy’ and a further 44% saying that it was ‘easy’. Students were then asked about how useful they found each of the four video demonstrations available to them. Again, there was a strongly positive trend towards ‘very useful’ and ‘quite useful’, but with distinct preferences towards two of the four videos, as is seen in Figure 1 below.

![Figure 1. Student preferences towards the video content available to them](image)

It is thought that this is because these two videos dealt with concepts that students found more difficult to grasp, therefore the opportunity to replay these videos helped them to understand the manufacturing processes involved in these samples. Indeed, when asked to give further comments in this section of the questionnaire, the following responses were given:

‘Maybe more of the more complex methods could be added’

‘Shirt collar was especially good’

‘Shirt collar was useful’

Students were then asked about their learning preferences for the following forms of delivery: a) demonstrations in studio, face to face; b) video demonstrations, online; and c) text / voiceovers from the videos online. There was little distinction in the preferences shown between the
different methods of delivery, as can be seen in fig. 2 below, but it appears that there was a slight trend towards students finding the video demonstrations easier to use than the demonstrations in taught classes.

![Graph showing different methods of delivery](image)

Figure 2. How easy do you find it to learn using the following forms of delivery for this module?

The transcript of the videos was thought to be ‘very useful’, with 73% of students selecting this option. A further 23% thought the transcript was ‘quite useful’ as seen below in Figure 3. However, when asked whether they used the option to be able to print this transcript, only 4% of respondent said that they used this option. This could indicate that written instructions are of most help when accompanied by visual information, but are not deemed to be as useful in isolation.

![Bar chart showing transcript usefulness](image)

Figure 3. Students’ views on the written transcript of the audio voiceover.

When asked for comments about how the video demonstrations compared with face to face demonstrations in class, some of the comments given were as follows:

‘Able to go back and listen / watch again, so better in that respect’

‘You obviously couldn’t ask questions, but being able to replay parts was helpful’
‘Much easier because during class demonstrations it’s difficult to see and sometimes hear’

‘Can go at your own pace, can repeat if unsure’

‘It was easier to see what was being done’

‘There was a clear view of what needed to be done. Detailed’

‘Not as good as face to face but still useful’

‘It was easier to understand as it seemed like a one on one demonstration’

‘I prefer to watch a real demonstration’

Indeed, when asked for further comments about the advantages or disadvantages or problems that students encountered with the videos, responses were again very positive, with some students stating that they would like there to be more videos, or videos added on pattern cutting as well as the make-up of samples. Within this cohort of students, only one student stated that they had a visual or auditory impairment that might affect their ability to use web based resources. The student gave no further details about this, but did state that they found the site easy to use. Lastly, students were asked for any final comments about what they would like to see added to the online resources. Examples of the comments received include:

‘more demos of different products’

‘notes on techniques’

‘larger videos’

‘more written instructions for all’

‘examples of [research] boards and some construction notes’

It is clear from the responses received that students made good use of the additional resources available to them, and that they wished to see the video resource expanded to include further demonstrations, as well as other online resources to support their learning in the garment technology module.

Due to the positive nature of this student feedback, further work was planned on the project. In the second stage of the project Health and Safety training videos were developed to improve Health and Safety provision for practice based modules at all levels of the Fashion Design programme, and with a view to improving students’ understanding of how to safely use the three key pieces of equipment in the practical studio. Using the same format as the previous video demonstrations, three videos were planned, then filmed and edited with professional help. One feature of the VLE where the videos are accessed is that tests can be linked with the video files, to assess students’ understanding of what they had just watched. In order to promote the use of these videos, ‘adaptive releases’ were set on the video files and the tests, so that students would not be able to access all other learning materials for the module (including video demonstrations which accompanied the garment construction demonstrations in class) until the videos had been viewed, and the tests completed. Students were asked to watch these videos and complete the tests during the first two weeks of the semester, with instructions on how to do so being given verbally in taught sessions.

At the end of the semester in which the second stage of the project was launched (2 years after the initial pilot project), the group of students involved were asked to complete an updated version of the original questionnaire, and 33 students responded on this occasion. This was a
different cohort of students from the students questioned about the pilot project; they had no previous experience of the resources that pre-date the health and safety videos, tests and adaptive releases. In this cohort of students, only 56% of students stated that they had used the resources, 28% said that they had had difficulty using the resources, and 16% said that they had not used the resources. This is a lower uptake than in the first stage of the project, with significantly more students having difficulty using the resources. It is thought that the ‘hurdles’ put in the students’ way, through the use of adaptive releases for the videos files and tests discouraged the use of the resources in some cases. It is worth noting that the ease of access to the ‘learning support’ files (which related directly to content in class) does seem to have had a significant impact on the percentage of students choosing to use the online resources; this should inform future practice, where more guidance will be given to students when introducing the resources.

Students’ overall impression of the site where the video resources were accessed was generally average to good, with a slightly positive trend. Again, there was a slightly positive trend when asked how easy it was to find the resources within the VLE site, with 9% saying that this was ‘very easy’, 52% saying that it was ‘quite easy’, 27% saying it was ‘average’, 12% saying that it was ‘quite difficult’, and no students saying that it was ‘very difficult’, as seen in Figure 4 below.

![Figure 4. Students’ opinions on ease of locating the resources online](image)

Some comments received in this section of the questionnaire are as follows:

‘Should be made easier to access and look for’
‘Clearer layout and clearer instructions on where to go to find what you are looking for’
‘More obvious links to online demonstrations’

It is thought that clearer signposting within the VLE itself, as well as written instructions offered to students in class on how to access the online resources could quickly resolve the problems that students have experienced. Students were then asked about how useful they found the four garment construction video demonstrations. As in the previous cohort of students, there was a positive trend towards the videos being ‘quite useful’, but the responses were slightly less positive than in the previous feedback. Again, the same preferences were shown towards two of the four videos that had been favoured by the previous group of students, as seen in Figure 5 below.
In this second set of feedback, when students were asked how easy they found it to learn using the following forms of delivery: a) demonstrations in studio, face to face; b) video demonstrations, online; and c) text / voiceovers from the videos online, there was a slight preference for face to face demonstrations, followed by video demonstrations, and lastly text / voiceovers on the videos, as seen in Figure 6 below.

More students used the option to print the transcript in this set of data than in the previous set, although this was still only 23% of respondents. The transcript of the videos was thought to be ‘very useful’ by 33% of students, ‘quite useful’ by 41% and ‘average’ by 22%, with 4% of respondents finding the transcript ‘not at all useful’. Again, this is a less positive trend than in the first set of feedback on the resources, as shown in Figure 7 below.
Comments received from students regarding how the video demonstrations compared with face-to-face demonstrations in class include:

‘It was good to have the transcript to remind me of the face to face demonstrations, but not as good on its own’

‘Face to face was more applicable – mentioned problems that might occur etc’

‘Easy to read and recap in case I missed anything during the tutored sessions’

‘Was only more useful because you can follow it in your own time’

‘I prefer face to face demonstrations as I can ask questions’

‘I preferred the face to face contact however it wasn’t always easy to see as everyone crowds round’

No students in this cohort stated that they had a visual or auditory impairment that might affect their ability to use web based resources. When asked for final comments about what students would like to see added to the online resources, these included:

‘Examples of previous work’

‘The construction of patterns as well as garments’

‘Need all demonstrations on with written instructions’

‘Access to all without having to complete tests’

In general, the second set of responses received from students was less positive than the first set. This may partly be due to students feeling that obstacles, in the form of the health and safety videos and tests, had been put in the way of them accessing the learning materials for the module. There were also some technical difficulties during the semester concerned in the second set of feedback, which limited access to the resources for some students. However, it is expected that by providing more explicit instructions to students on how to access the video demonstrations, these problems can be at least partly resolved. One important, and somewhat expected, point that comes from the student feedback is that students see the value of these resources as a support mechanism for the instruction they receive in taught sessions, and not...
as a replacement. The students seem to value the significance of having face to face contact with staff, and the two way discussion that this can and should promote. It is also important to note that there is a balance to be struck with any such web based resource; the materials should support and engage student learning in an independent and active way, rather than encourage passivity towards the learning process. Some students suggested that all of the demonstrations for the module should be made available online to support them, but conversely, by making only selected learning resources available to students, possibly by facilitating learning of the more complex concepts, this may promote a better learning environment, as students will need to make some leaps of understanding for themselves.

**Conclusion**

Using VLEs to support the learning experience of students in any discipline has clear advantages, but particularly in practice based subjects, where blended learning resources would seem to be particularly applicable. Using C&IT in this way can help to manage the need for additional student support outside of taught sessions, as information is available to students in an accessible and flexible environment, enabling them to take responsibility for their own learning. However; video based learning materials can be costly and time consuming to produce, so careful and strategic planning is needed to produce resources which will be of most use to the target audience. If the correct balance is achieved, then the resource can be of use year after year.

Work on this project is ongoing, with a view to developing a more comprehensive resource to support delivery of practical modules at all levels of the Fashion Design programme, and move towards a more contemporary and innovative approach to teaching practice based modules which are traditionally staff intensive.
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